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ABSlRACT: A technique is proposed for rapidly c(IIllpensating for channel effects of telephone speech for speaker verification. The 

method is generic andean be applied toboththe one andtW<l speaker detectiontaskswith.outre-training thesepar1lte systeJn •. Theteclluique 

has the advanlage. that it can bcperformed in reaJ time (except for the small initia!buffering),itdo e.not suffer ftom a relatively long 

~tt1ing time such as certain RASTA processing techniques, and in addition, it is mmputationaHy efficient to apply. Results of the 
application ofthis technique to the NIST 2000 Spc:akcr Reoognition Evaluation are reported, 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Speaker Verification is the process of accepting or rejecting 
the claimed identity of II speaker based on II sample of their 
voice. Applications of speaker verification include secure 
building .access, credit card verification and over-the-phone 
security access. High performance speaker recognition has 
been achieved under controlled laboratory and office 
recording conditions (Liou and Mammone, 1995) and is 
suitable for practical implementation under these 
circumlItances. Unfortunately, pecfonnance of these systems 
severely degrades under adverse environmental and mis
matched conditions. High perfunnance speaker verification 
perfonned over tire telephone network is consequently a 
challenging task. In the recent NISI Speaker Recognition 
evaluation (NISI, 2000), the recognition performance 
reported for matched recording conditions is significantly 
better than mis-matched tests and the latter remains a 
fonnidable challenge. The NIST evaluation is an annual 
international event aimed at advancing the state-of-the-art 
technology in speaker recognition. A large portion of research 
has been directed at minimising the effects of varied channels 
and handsets. Of interest in this research, is the compensation 
of multiple ehannel sources with the aim of enhancing 
recognition performance. In addition, there is a goal of not 
retraining a speaker recognition system for different speaker 
detection scenarios. A constraint in this experiment requires 
the channel compensation tectmique to perf01ill well undex the 
one and two speaker detection tasks. In this way, once a 
speaker model is obtained, there is no need to re-cva\uate it 
given a different testing scenario. 

The two scenarios of interest are the one and two speaker 
detection tasks. The one speaker detection "task is the most 
hasic. 1t is the process of accepting or rejecting the claimed 
identity of a speaker from their voice signal when the voice 
signal contains the content of a single speaker. In contrast, 
with two speaker detection, the speech signal contains up to 
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two speakers, one of which may be the target speaker. In the 
NISI 2000 evaluation (NISI, 2000), Iful two-speaker test 
utterance is formed by the addition of the two channels of the 
speaker conversation into a single channel. Compensating for 
channel effects is now more difficult. This is due to there 
being two separatesouroes of speech, with each source being 
affected by a different channeL 

We propose n computationally efficient method of 
perfonning channel compensation on the speech with one or 
more speakers present in the voice segment content. In 
addition, we compare the perfunnance of this method across 
both the one and two speaker detection tasks with varied 
window lengths. These experiments utilised the speaker 
recognition system submitted by the authors for the NISI 
2000 evaluation. 

2. CHANNEL COMPENSATION AS APPLIED 
TO PARAMETERISATION 

The traditional and effective method of channel compensation 
fora single channel source has been to subtmct the mean of 
the corresponding cepstral coefficients determined over the 
entire speech segment. The problem with this approach when 
the inclusion of multiple speech sources through different 
channels is the care, is that this approach would average the 
channel effects rather than remove them. Ignoring this effect 
may be somewhat damaging to recognition performance. 

Given linear channels (and ignoring handset transducer 
effects), the sampled output signal, Yet), can be considered as 
the summation of the two speech signals S,(t) and S,(t), 
convolved with their corresponding channel impulse 
responses H,(t) and H,(t). 

y(t)~H,(t)*S,(t)+Hit)*s,,(t) (I) 

Diagrammatically, the recording configuration is indicated 
in Flgure 1. 
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information. while a longer window length will increase the 
probability of having two speakers present within the window 
estimate period. Under this circumstance. the channel 
estimates of the two speaker signal source would become 
somc:v.-run averaged. Thus. a suitable window length to 
balance these effects must be seleetcd. The method of channel 
compensation proposed and the effects of window size on 
performance will be eJ!amincd in our speaker verification 
system. 

3_ SPEAKER VERlFICATION SYSTEM 
OVERVlEW 

The general strucrure of the speaker verification module 
appl ied to the onc spea.kerdetct:tion task is given in Figure 3. 
OneofthcdifferencC"Swiththiss~temandthetwospeakcr 

detection system is that there is no speaker score 
nonnalisation in the testing phase of the two speakerdete.:tion 
proccss.lnaddition, thtdistributionoftherawframebascd 
log-likelihood ratio scores was analysed to determine the two 

speaker detection scores. 

Figure 3. Block diagram of the Adapted_UBM One-Speakcr 
DelwionSystem. 

Par:amelerisallon 

Wc used 24 parameters comprised of 12 MFCCs (using 20 
filterbanks) with their corresponding delta coefficients. The 
speech frdmes w<:rogenerated using 32ms ofspecch. offsct at 
tOms intervals. The signal was bandlimited from 300 to 3200 
Hz. Channel compensation was applied to the baseline 
MFCCs before the delta coefficients WCrt calculatcd. Silencc 
removal W"dS performed using an energy based histogram 
approach 

Targel Speaker Modeling 

We performed speaker modeling by I.ISC of the adapted 
Universal Background Model (UBM) method (Reynolds. 
1997). This procedure adjusts the mixtures of a standard 
speech UBM model toward the distribution of the target 
speceh. The model adaptation process requires the train ing of 
a high order GMM on a large quantity of speech. A GMM is 
a combination of k ~ ]. 2 •...• N. single Gaussian components 
with dimensionality D. mixture w<:ights P .. means ].I .. and 
diagonal covariance matrices !,. Forasinglespn"'ch feature 
ve<:torobscrvation.X. the probability dcnsity funetion fora 
spcakermodcl f... is described 
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P(XI.\.J ~ ~p~g(X.ii •. l:.J (4) 

wiili 

For the verification system, there are two gender 
dependent models (male and female UBMs) using orlhogorwl 
mixlUfl' GMMs with 512 mixrures. Each UBM was trained 0 11 

electret handset data from a large portion of the NIST 1999 
Evaluation Target Speaker Set. After silence removal. only one 
in threepararneteriscd fuunes were kept as traillingdata. This 
was performed because adjacent frames are typically highly 
oorre lated, and keeping the extra data contributes little to the 
accuracy oftbe UBM but adds significantly to the training 

time. Target models were generated by adapting thc 
corresponding gender-specific UBM to the target speaker 
using MAP adapt3lion. Both the UBM and the adapted model 

are stored for the testing phasc. 
In addition. validation speech was incorporated for 

performing HalldsctfTarget Speaker Score Normalisation for 
each target speaker. The NIST 1999 data was partitioned such 
that va lidation speakers were not memhcrs of the speakers 
used to train the UBM. This speech data was trialled against 
the target mode]s to derive the distrihutiona] statistics of the 
impostor speakcr set for different handset types. This process 
called H-Norm. is performed for the carbon and electret 
handset types to improve performance across multiple 
bandsets(Rcynolds,I997). 

"l"estingPhase 

Testing is performed for each frarneofa test file. by fin ding 
the log-likclihood ratio (LLR) of a given target speaker model 
with its UBM (male or female depending on the target 

speaker). Given a speech feature VCelorX" a target speaker 
model f.. ,.<tGm and a UBM f....... the log-likelihood ratio may be 
determined 

Only the top 5 scoring mi)ltures from the UBM were used 
foreaeh frame. and the corresponding adapted 5 mixtures 
(Mclaughlin et al. 1999) were used for all hypothesized target 
speaker tests. By taking advantage of the correspondencc 
between thc UBM mixtures and the adapted model mi)ltures. 

testing times can be dramatically improved. 
The one speaker detct:tion result was determined by 

averaging these LLR scores over the speech based segments 
and Ihen performing II-Norm. The two speaker detection 
result was located by use ora bi-modal Gaussian mixture 
analysis of the log-l ikel ihood-ratio scores and using the score 
of the highest scoring Gaussian mean (Myen. 2000). These 
systems have had proven performance in the NlST 
evaluations 
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4. EVALUATJON 
E~pcriment Database 

Of imerest in this experiment is the performance of the fast 
channel compensation mcthod and the effect of window size 
on the pcrfoffi\lU1ee of one and lwo SVt'ak~ de\OClion. We aim 
10 locate a ~uitabl e window size to suil both detection tasks. 
This experiment "'<IS examined according to the NIST 2000 
speaker recognition specification (NIST, 2(00). ·Ibe database 
contained 457 male and 546 female target speak~rs. each ",ilh 
approximately two minutes oftelcphone speech. The one and 
tv.·o speaker detoction tasks used these same targct speakers to 

perform Ihc test. ThI.lS, by modeling each speaker in a 
universal fashion .. the speaker mocIels would nOI ha,·e 10 be 
retrainedforeachtask. 

One and Two Speaker Dl'tef:tlon Results 

Pre~enled in Fib'U!"eS 4 and 5 are the one and two speaker dctce .. 
lion results. Results are indicaloo in the furm of a Detection 
ErrorTmdc-off curve (DET). The bCUcrJ'X'Tfilrming 'y~lem has 
the 101II'l:1" Miss and False Alarm probabilities. For details con
cerning the DET representation see (Martin et al, 1997). 

Figure 4. One Speaker Detection DET ~urve result. 

lbe plut in Figure 4 indicates a geot:r<llly impmving trend 
of speaker recognitiun performance with increasing window 
lenb>1h fur channel compensalion. As expected the lOOOws 
(1000 frame window length) performed marginally better than 
the 500 frame compensation. This indicates that the longer the 
window length (to a certain limit) the better the 
channel/average vocal InlCI estimate. This demonstrales that 
whole utterance length cepstrnl mcan sublnlction is quitc 
effective for one speaker dclcction. Figure 4 aiso eontraststhc 
ditference in performance between cepstr,,1 mean removed 
and Ibc oncompens.1ted speech fealures. It indicates that 
ignoring li near telephone network channel effects is 
detrimental m speaker verificalion performance. 

For the two spt:aker detection task (Figure 5) .. an optimal 
pt:rformance was achiel'ed for the 500 frame window length 
configuration and nOI the 11)00 frame approach (as in lhe one 
speaker task). This shows that applying cepslTal mean 
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FiguTe S. T"" Spcak~T Oc(",,1iO" DET curve results. 

subtraclion o,·er long periods (or whole uttcrnllCCS) with 

multiple speakers and channels present will degrade multi .. 

spcaicrdt:lectionpt:rfol7lllffiCe 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
It was detennined that the naming mean bux-car mit:!" cepstr"l 

reIll()vai approach for channel compensation .. "as a successful 
appmach. The optimal window Icnb>1h for both the one and tv.·o 
speaker detection tasks was 500 frame,. This particular 

method of channel colllpcnsation is orders of magnitude faster 

to execute than FIR RASTA alternatives and mure stable at t he 

beginning of speech files than IIR based RASTA filter 
approac hes. This method can also be adapted for a fast real .. 

time implementation ofspcaker recogniliun applicatiuns 
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